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The Iron Duke A Military Biography Of Wellington
A survey of the Napoleonic Wars. The central theme is the scale of French
military power and its impact on other European states from Portugal to Russia
and from Scandinavia to Sicily.
Arthur Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, lives on in popular memory as the
"Invincible General," loved by his men, admired by his peers, formidable to his
opponents. This incisive book revises such a portrait, offering an accurate--and
controversial--new analysis of Wellington's remarkable military career. Unlike his
nemesis Napoleon, Wellington was by no means a man of innate military talent,
Huw J. Davies argues. Instead, the key to Wellington's military success was an
exceptionally keen understanding of the relationship between politics and
war.Drawing on extensive primary research, Davies discusses Wellington's
military apprenticeship in India, where he learned through mistakes as well as
successes how to plan campaigns, organize and use intelligence, and negotiate
with allies. In India Wellington encountered the constant political machinations of
indigenous powers, and it was there that he apprenticed in the crucial skill of
balancing conflicting political priorities. In later campaigns and battles, including
the Peninsular War and Waterloo, Wellington's genius for strategy, operations,
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and tactics emerged. For his success in the art of war, he came to rely on his art
as a politician and tactician. This strikingly original book shows how Wellington
made even unlikely victories possible--with a well-honed political brilliance that
underpinned all of his military achievements.
With its impressive breadth of coverage – both geographically and
chronologically – the International Encyclopedia of Military History is the most upto-date and inclusive A-Z resource on military history. From uniforms and military
insignia worn by combatants to the brilliant military leaders and tacticians who
commanded them, the campaigns and wars to the weapons and equipment used
in them, this international and multi-cultural two-volume set is an accessible
resource combining the latest scholarship in the field with a world perspective on
military history.
The vivid and exciting accounts written from the front line, taking the story of the
British war with Napoleon from its desperate beginnings in Portugal to the final
triumph at Waterloo The Duke of Wellington was not only an incomparable battle
commander but a remarkably expressive, fluent and powerful writer. His
dispatches have long been viewed as classics of military literature and have been
pillaged by all writers on the Peninsular War and the final campaigns in France
and Belgium ever since they were published. This new selection allows the
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reader to follow the extraordinary epic in Wellington's own words - from the
tentative beginnings in 1808, clinging to a small area of Portugal in the face of
overwhelming French power across the whole of the rest of Europe, to the
campaigns that over six years devastated opponent after opponent. The book
ends with Wellington's invasion of France and the coda of 'the 100 days' that
ended with Napoleon's final defeat at Waterloo.
Jac Weller studies every move and counter-move of the battle, recreating not
only the actions and tactics of the two great leaders but the epic engagements
and clashes between the troops themselves that were pivotal for the victory or
defeat. The author also studies the related battles of Quatre Bras and Ligny. He
takes the reader with him onto the battlefield of Waterloo, a terrain whose
features are still recongnisable today, and which is bought to life for the reader by
detailed maps and by the authors vivid and riveting descriptions of the progress
of the fighting.This completely original approach, appreciated by the Times
Literary Supplement on the books first publication, strikes as fresh today, and this
new edition, with an introduction specially written for it by the author, will be
eagerly read by military enthusiasts and general reader alike.
Published to coincide with the 200th anniversary of the battle of Waterloo, this
lavishly illustrated volume looks at all the different aspects of the 100-day
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campaign which has become synonymous with the Napoleonic Wars and saw
the eventual defeat of Napoleon's French forces. Ten articles by internationally
renowned historians examine the battle from different angles, from the
microcosm of the bitter fighting for the fortified farmhouse of Hougoumont
through to a wider perspective of the 100-day campaign in its entirety. The official
publication of the Waterloo 200 organization, slipcased and highly collectible,
Waterloo – The Decisive Victory offers a unique and authoritative history of one
of the most important battles in world history.
A short biography of Wellington, the Iron Duke, one of the best known military commanders of
British history. Covers not only Wellington the war hero and Waterloo, but also his political
career and Wellington the ladies' man and his marriage to Kitty Pakenham.
By the end of June 15, 1815 it was clear that the scourge of Napoleon had been lifted from the
fields of Europe. But what was the secret of the forces that held fast that day? In this fully
illustrated companion volume, Philip J. Haythornthwaite shares his years of research and gift
for clarity to produce the definitive single volume reference to the mighty British army of the
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century-an army that went on to glory at every point of the
compass. From the French Revolutionary Wars to the final battle, every aspect of the forces of
the "Iron Duke" are explained, including the composition and evolution of some of the most
famous regiments in the world.
This book is the culmination of over 40 years of research about a very fascinating individual
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who had a tremendous impact on the history of 19th Century Brazil, Luiz Alves de Lima e
Silva, the Duke of Caxias. Brazilian history is replete with attempts to capture the historical
significance of the Duke of Caxias. The following is a list of some of the titles given to Caxias in
an attempt to capture his historical importance: The Never Defeated General The Sustainer of
Order The Iron Duke The Tertillary of the Republic The major military figure of Latin America
Counselor of the State The Pacifier of the Army The Shield of Legality The Bandeirante of the
Public Cause The Great Tranquil Hero The Admirable Warrior of the Empire The Restorer of
Catholicism The Controller of Catastrophes The Greatest Figure in Brazilian History Champion
of National Honor The bottom line for any attempt to do historical justice to Caxias may be the
opinion of Ovsaldo Orico when he wrote "To tell the story of the life of Caxias is a work of a
lifetime."1 As a military leader, it was claimed that he was never defeated. He brought with him
political clear sightedness, the gift of administration and the capacity for conciliation. The same
circumstances that saw the surge of the Brazilian state become head of the Portuguese
Empire provided national political independence. The implied political struggle provided
conditions for Caxias to test his military calling. 1.Osvaldo Orico, O Condestável do Império
(Porto Alegre: Ediçãoda Livraria do Globo, 1933), 7.
A bestseller in hardback, this is a highly-praised and much-needed biography of the first Duke
of Wellington, concentrating on the personal life of the victor of Waterloo, and based on the
fruits of modern research. Christopher Hibbert is Britain’s leading popular historian.
In this compelling book, Richard Holmes tells the exhilarating story of the Duke of Wellington,
Britain's greatest ever soldier.
Charles O'Neil was a soldier in the British Army of the early 19th century. Among the many
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accounts of the period, this volume is particularly rare having been published privately in the
USA, whence O'Neil emigrated shortly after the Napoleonic Wars.
'Lord Wellington don't know how to lose a battle.' The view of an anonymous soldier at
Waterloo became the judgement of the world on the man who was hailed as the first general of
his age. At Waterloo he defeated Napoleon, the master of war, and finally checked the
disruptive forces of the French Revolution that had troubled Europe for over twenty years.
Wellington taught himself the art of war in India where his hard-fought victories helped lay the
foundations of the British raj. His armies liberated Portugal and Spain, shattered the myth of
French invincibility and inspired the people of Europe to resist Napoleon. Largely drawn from
original sources, Lawrence James's biography follows the life of Wellington the soldier and
explains how he waged war and why he won battles. This is also the story of a humane,
intelligent and acerbic aristocrat who believed that his kind were predestined to lead. It shows
how he stamped his iron will on the men he commanded and how they responded. It reveals
Wellington the professional fighting man who created the remarkable intelligence and logistical
services that were the keys to his victories. But it was as the national hero who beat Napoleon,
gave Europe peace and adhered resolutely to the path of duty that he was honoured by his
countrymen who saw him as 'the highest incarnation of English character'.
This definitive insiders' handbook to London covers all the sights from the old favorites to new
wonders such as the London Eye and Tate Modern Gallery at Bankside. Includes additions to
listings for clubs, shopping, dining, and performing arts. 35 maps. color maps.
Sir Arthur Wellesley's 1808–1814 campaigns against Napoleon's forces in the Iberian
Peninsula have drawn the attention of scholars and soldiers for two centuries. Yet, until now,
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no study has focused on the problems that Wellesley, later known as the Duke of Wellington,
encountered on the home front before his eventual triumph beyond the Pyrenees. In
Wellington's Two-Front War, Joshua Moon not only surveys Wellington's command of British
forces against the French but also describes the battles Wellington fought in England—with an
archaic military command structure, bureaucracy, and fickle public opinion. In this detailed and
accessible account, Moon traces Wellington's command of British forces during the six years of
warfare against the French. Almost immediately upon landing in Portugal in 1808, Wellington
was hampered by his government's struggle to plan a strategy for victory. From that point on,
Moon argues, the military's outdated promotion system, political maneuvering, and
bureaucratic inertia—all subject to public opinion and a hostile press—thwarted Wellington's
efforts, almost costing him the victory. Drawing on archival sources in the United Kingdom and
at the United States Military Academy, Moon goes well beyond detailing military operations to
delve into the larger effects of domestic policies, bureaucracy, and coalition building on
strategy. Ultimately, Moon shows, the second front of Wellington's "two-front war" was as
difficult as the better-known struggle against Napoleon's troops and harsh conditions abroad.
As this book demonstrates, it was only through strategic vision and relentless determination
that Wellington attained the hard-fought victory. Moon's multifaceted examination of the
commander and his frustrations offers valuable insight into the complexities of fighting faraway
battles under the scrutiny at home of government agencies and the press—issues still relevant
today.
This book explores and compares the contemporary military cultures of the United States and
the United Kingdom. The last decade has witnessed astonishing global events, from 9/11 and
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military operations in Afghanistan in the same year, to the military intervention in Libya in 2011.
Western military forces have been involved in all of these campaigns and have been engaged
in continuous military operations for over ten years. It is therefore now apt to focus a spotlight
on the military cultures of these state-based armed forces. This book examines how
contemporary American and British military culture is formed, focusing explicitly on the six
major military institutions. The author dedicates a chapter to each of these institutions with
each one sharing a unifying analytical framework. These chapters explore the formation and
sustenance of US/UK military culture under the rubric of common themes that include social
origins, transformative events, leaders, approaches to war, technology and contemporary
identity. To conclude, the book considers the impact of the War on Terror on the military
cultures of the US and UK, as well as likely directions for the future. This book will be of much
interest to students of military studies, strategic studies, security studies and comparative
politics.
For Field Marshal Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington (1769-1852), whether he was
leading a military campaign or His Majesty's government, his chief aim in life was to serve his
country. This idea of service lies at the heart of the foundation of Wellington College and
continues to be a guiding light for those who, 200 years after the carnage at the Battle of
Waterloo on 18 June 1815, follow in the footseps of this remarkable man. The Duke brought
peace to Europe and was described by Queen Victoria as 'the greatest man this country has
ever produced'. His life and achievements towered over the first half of the nineteenth century
and he continues to be widely admired. Waterloo to Wellington explores the qualities of
character and intellect that made the Duke of Wellington's military campaigns so successful,
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and which Wellington College in turn aims to foster in its pupils.
Excerpt from The Boy's Wellington In this, the last of a trio of volumes dealing with three great
contemporary men of action, I have attempted to tell the story, in its main lines, of the crowded
life of Wellington. The narrative provides as substantial a view of Wellington as is possible
within the limits of my space, but I hope that readers of my book will be so interested that they
will go on to the perusal of its companions, for the careers of Napoleon, Nelson, and
Wellington should be studied together. They are the three sides of a triangle of which
Napoleon is the base. The Duke's career, when compared to the others, is "a plain,
unvarnished tale," not altogether devoid of romance, certainly not of adventure, but lacking in
many of the qualities which have endeared less notable men. It would be obviously untrue to
state that Wellington lacked humanity, but he was certainly deficient in that attractive personal
magnetism so evident in Nelson. Speaking broadly, he did not repose that confidence in his
subordinates which was one of the great sea-captain's most marked characteristics, and he
often said hard things of the men under him. Nelson is "the darling Hero of England";
Wellington will always be known as the Iron Duke. If it ever became the fashion to canonize
military and naval men, Nelson's nimbus would be of rosemary, Wellington's of steel. The mob
never broke the windows of Merton Place, but it shattered every exposed pane in Apsley
House. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page,
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may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
The Iron DukeRandom House
Explores the relationship between the French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte and the Duke of
Wellington prior to and in the aftermath of the Battle of Waterloo, the most decisive battle of the
nineteenth century.
One of the Duke of Wellington's officers once remarked, "We would rather see his long nose in
the sight than a reinforcement of ten thousand men." Arthur Wellesley, first duke of Wellington
(1769-1852), was one of the greatest military commanders in history and is best known as the
successful opponent at Waterloo of arguably the leading general of all time, Napoleon
Bonaparte. Although Waterloo is the battle most associated with Wellington, his career was
much wider. He gained his first military experience in the Netherlands in 1793-94 in an
unsuccessful campaign that taught him, as he said, "how not to do it." From there he went to
India, where he conducted a number of successful campaigns and honed his military skills until
he became Britain's leading general. With great strategic foresight and as master not only of
the battlefield but also of organization and logistics, he helped expel the French from Spain
and Portugal during the Peninsular War, which materially weakened Napoleon's strategic
position and led to his downfall in 1814. After Napoleon returned from exile in 1815, Wellington
was a principal leader of the coalition forces at Waterloo. In subsequent years, Wellington
exerted a considerable influence on British politics, serving as prime minister and in later life as
a trusted elder statesman. Upon his death, he was widely regarded as the greatest Briton of
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his generation and undisputedly one of the greatest British soldiers. The Duke of Wellington
has been the subject of many biographies over the years but none as comprehensive yet
concise as this latest addition to Potomac's Military Profiles series.
Richard Holmes, highly acclaimed military historian and broadcaster, tells the exhilarating story
of Britain s greatest-ever soldier, the man who posed the most serious threat to Napoleon. The
Duke of Wellington s remarkable life and extraordinary campaigns are recreated with Holmes
superb skill in this compelling book. Richard Holmes charts Wellington s stellar military career
from India to Europe, and in the process, rediscovers the reasons Queen Victoria called him
the greatest man the nineteenth century had produced. Combining his astute historical
analysis with a semi-biographical examination of Wellington, Holmes artfully illustrates the
rapid evolution in military and political thinking of the time. Wellington is a brilliant figure,
idealistic in politics, cynical in love, a wit, a beau, a man of enormous courage often sickened
by war. As Richard Holmes charts his progress from a shy, indolent boy to commander-in-chief
of the allied forces, he also exposes the Iron Duke as a philanderer, and a man who
sometimes despised the men that he led, and was not always in control of his soldiers.
Particularly infamous is the bestial rampage of his men after the capture of Cuidad Rodgrigo
and Badajoz. THE IRON DUKE is a beautifully produced book, complete with stunning
illustrations and colour plates. Richard Holmes TV series to accompany THE IRON DUKE will
be lavishly constructed in four parts, and filmed on location in Britain, India, Spain, Portugal,
France and Belgium.
Pentagon's Military Profiles series features essential treatments of the lives of significant
military figures from ancient times through the present. Both the general audience and readers
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with a professional interest will appreciate each volume's concise blend of analysis and wellcrafted writing. These books also serve as a starting point for those who wish to pursue a more
advanced study of the subject. 2. Alexander: The story of the invincible King of Macedonia who
established a standard of leadership and military conquest that was the envy of the most
successful Roman emperors, medieval knights and steppe barbarians.
The author of Wellington at Waterloo delivers an in-depth history of the military commander’s
tactics and strategy in the Peninsular War. After gaining strategic and tactical experience in
Colonial India, Arthur Wellesley went to battle against French forces in the Peninsular War.
With his decisive victories there, he ascended to the peerage of the United Kingdom as the 1st
Duke of Wellington. Inthis volume, historian Jac Weller delivers a complete account of
Wellington’s career on the Iberian Peninsula, covering all the battles in which he took part.
Talavera, The battles of Busaco, Salamanca and Vitoria are among the famous conflicts Weller
brings to life in the lively chronicle, combining meticulous research with extensive visits to the
historic battlefields. Supplementing his accessible narrative with photographs, Weller
demonstrates how this great commander finally achieved victory after six years of battle
against Napoleon’s army.
The Duke of Wellington is a collection of historical events brought into modern times. The
object of this work is to outline the history with great clarity and with significant details. Over
twenty-nine illustrations are included and selected illustrations that are key to the history of the
Duke of Wellington are added as full sized two-pagers.
The aim of this book is to provide unique nutshell coverage of the career of the Iron Duke from
the point of view of his military commands and his statesmanship in his later years, a timespan
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form 1797 when he arrived in India as colonel of the 33rd Foot, until his death in 1852. As such
it encompasses details of the Mahratta compaign, the Penninsular wars, and the battles of Les
Quatre Bras and Waterloo.
The Duke of Wellington, the most successful of British commanders, set a standard by which
all subsequent British generals have been measured. His defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo in
1815 crowned a reputation first won in India at Assaye and then confirmed during the
Peninsular War, where he followed up his defence of Portugal by expelling the French from
Spain. Gordon Corrigan, himself an ex-soldier, examines his claims to greatness. Wellington
was in many ways the first modern general, combining a mastery of logistics with an ability to
communicate and inspire. He had to contend not only with enemy armies but also with his
political masters and an often sceptical public at home.
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